
Highly sensitive wearable fabric strain sensor based on knitted 
auxetic structures for human motion monitoring

Since flexible strain sensors based on fabrics are highly
comfortable, permeable and wearable, they have drawn
much attention in the research areas of wearable
electronics in recent years. However, the competition
between the increase of yarn lengthening resistance
and the decrease of yarn contacting resistance under
strain limited the sensing sensitivity of conventional
fabric sensors. In this study, auxetic fabrics that expand
in both longitudinal and transverse directions are
produced to be used as strain sensors, to realize the
synergy effect of yarn lengthening resistance
increasing and yarn contacting resistance increasing
and therefore to improve the sensing sensitivity. Warp-
knitted auxetic fabrics were fabricated based on
reentrant hexagonal structures, and they were treated
with single-walled carbon nanotubes by dip coating.
Their auxetic and sensing performances were
optimized by changing the knitting structure and yarn
properties. The sensibility and stability of the auxetic-
fabric-based strain sensor were measured. It is
expected that this study will provide the design
principle and method of flexible strain sensors based
on auxetic fabric, and promote the application of fabric
in flexible wearable electronics.
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Negative Poisson's Ratio Fabric

Positive Poisson's Ratio Fabric

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of fabric structures: 
(a) negative poisson's ratio fabric A (NPR A); 
(b) negative poisson's ratio fabric B (NPR B); 
(c) negative poisson‘s ratio fabric C (NPR C)
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Stiff yarns are used to form the basic frames of conventional fabrics and keep stable while the elastic yarns induce elasticity into the fabric structure to create shrinkage to
turn the conventional fabrics into reentrant ones. Rigid warp knitted wales and long underlaps are used to form the vertical ribs and horizontal ribs, respectively. Three
auxetic warp knitted fabric structures were manufactured, negative poisson's ratio fabric A (NPR A), negative poisson's ratio fabric B (NPR B) and negative poisson's
ratio fabric C (NPR C). The auxetic fabrics were fabricated with the same yarn threading method (2 in and 2 out in a repeating unit), but different numbers of knitting
courses for the vertical ribs (V) and horizontal ribs (H) in a repeating unit.

Fabric structures Negative Poisson's ratio fabrics

Figure 2. Photographs of auxetic warp knitted fabrics produced at unloaded state: (a) NPR A; (b) NPR B; (c) NPR C. 
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When stretched, the horizontal stiff ribs of the reentrant structure keep straight while the diagonal ribs will rotate around the connection point. When confronted with
tension in the vertical direction, the rotation of the diagonal ribs will push the connected horizontal ribs outwards to enlarge the lateral size of the material to show an
auxetic effect. When stretched along the horizontal direction, with the increase of tensile strain, the diagonal ribs tend to turn along with tensile direction, therefore the
stiff horizontal ribs will be pushed outwards by the adjacent diagonal ribs leading to the opening of the reentrant structure, thus the whole structure generating the
negative Poisson’s ratio.

In summary, 3 kinds of negative poisson’s ratio fabric were produced and fabric sensors were made by using rGO coating. The resistance variation ratio of NPR fabric sensors are significantly higher than those of PPR and
conventional knitted and woven fabric sensors. The resistance variation ratio represents the sensitivity of the fabric sensor, so the sensitivity of fabric sensors has been enhanced by auxetic fabrics, which is attributed to the
expansion in both longitudinal and transverse directions when stretching. The auxetic fabric strain sensor achieves a synergistic effect of increased yarn extension resistance and increased yarn contact resistance. The developed
auxetic fabric sensors can be easily mass-produced and show a great advantage in potential applications like sports and medical wearable electronics.

Plain Woven and Knitted Fabric

Figure 4(a)-(c) shows resistance variation ratio (∆R/R0) versus cyclic tensile strain of 15% corresponding to NPR A,
NPR B, NPR C strain sensor. As shown in Figure 4(a)-(c), in 6 cycles of strain, the highest relative resistance change
was 98.39 % for NPRA, 134.26% for NPR B, and 77.55% for NPR C.
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Figure 5(a)-(c) shows resistance variation ratio (∆R/R0) versus cyclic tensile strain of 15% corresponding to positive
poisson's ratio fabric A (PPR A), positive poisson's ratio fabric B (PPR B), positive poisson's ratio fabric C (PPR C)
strain sensor. As shown in Figure 5(a)-(c), in 6 cycles of strain, the highest relative resistance change was 34.83 % for
PPRA, 49.88 % for PPR B, and 31.37 % for PPR C.
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As shown in Figure 7, compared with PPR, woven and knitted fabric strain sensors, the NPR fabric
strain sensors have the largest change in relative resistance which means they have the highest sensitivity.
The sensitivity of the sensor varies for different fabric structures. Among the three fabric structures of
NPR sensors, NPR B has the highest sensitivity with the largest change in relative resistance. As shown
in Figure 8, the change in relative resistance of the NPR B sensor tends to increase with increasing strain
in a single cycle.
NPR strain sensors that expand in both longitudinal and transverse directions realize the synergy effect
of yarn lengthening resistance increasing and yarn contacting resistance increasing and therefore
improving the sensing sensitivity.

Figure 8. Relative change in resistance response of
NPR B strain sensors versus 15% of single strain

Figure 4. Relative change in resistance response of the NPR A, NPR B, NPR C strain sensor with the cyclic strains of 15%

Figure 5. Relative change in resistance response of the positive poisson's ratio fabric A (PPR A), positive poisson's ratio fabric B 
(PPR B), positive poisson's ratio fabric C (PPR C) strain sensor with the cyclic strains of 15%

Figure 6. Relative change in resistance response of the plain woven and 
knitted fabric strain sensor with the cyclic strains of 15%

As shown in Figure 6(a)-(b), in
6 cycles of strain, the highest
relative resistance change was
16.02% for woven fabric
sensor, 27.75% for knitted
fabric strain sensor. And the
relative resistance change
showed an increasing trend
with the increase of strain in a
single cycle.

Figure 7. The maximum relative resistance change 
for all strain sensors

• Synthesis of rGO
Graphene oxide dispersion (GO) with a concentration of 2 mg/ml was purchased from Xianfeng Nanotechnology Ltd., China, and used as received. 5 g of Poly(sodium 4-
styrene sulfonate) (PSS) was added into 500 ml of GO dispersion to form a stable dispersion with vigorous stirring.
After that, the mixed GO dispersion was transferred to a round-bottom flask placed in an oil bath and the ammonia was added into the dispersion to adjust the pH value to 9-10.
Then 3.75 g of Na2S2O4 was mixed into the GO dispersion with vigorous stirring until all the ingredients were evenly mixed. This GO mixture was heated at 90 °C for 12h
under closed conditions in order to obtain a black rGO dispersion. After the reduction process, the residual Na2S2O4 and PSS were removed from the rGO by washing them
several times with deionized water through centrifugation. Finally, the washed rGO was diluted into distilled water (DI) to adjust the dispersion concentration to 2 mg/mL.
• Coating
The fabrics were dip coated with the rGO dispersion. Each fabric was immersed in the rGO dispersion for 3 mins and was subsequently dried at 65 °C for 30 mins.
The same coating process was repeated 5 times for each fabric to improve the electrical conductivity. After the coating, the fabrics were studied for sensor applications.
• Resistance test
The rGO-coated fabrics were connected with a multimeter to measure their resistance and resistance variation ratio. The gauge between the clamp of the multimeter was 3 cm
and the gauge between the jaws of the INSTRON machine was 10 cm. The speed of the jaw was 30 mm/min. The samples were stretched to 15% of the strain. Each sample was
stretched repeatedly for 8 times to measure the resistance.
• Resistance variation ratio (∆R/R0)
∆R is the resistance change, R0 is the resistance of a strain sensor under zero strain. The larger the change in relative resistance, the higher the sensitivity of the strain sensor.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of the 
fabric strain sensor
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